FROM BEDPAN TO BOARDROOM:
6 Example QlikView Apps From Across the NHS

TheatrePro
TheatrePro is designed to plug into your
existing theatre system and deliver
invaluable reports on one of a hospital’s
most expensive assets.
Measuring theatre utilisation, late starts,
cancelled sessions and individual
consultants, amongst other things, a
variant of it is already saving one trust
over £40,000 per week,

A&E Pro
A&E Pro is designed to comprehensively monitor A&E
admissions. It can warn of impending breaches,
monitor attendance types, review shift performance
and much more.

Is critical to perform well in this area and that is why
we have made this one of our most comprehensive,
predictive apps to date.

Inpatient
The Inpatient app is all about managing the flow of patients into
the available beds. Up to the minute, visual reports can help
make split second decisions that simply cannot be done without
them.
Not just rapid reporting, it can also detect trends that help
predict problematic spikes in patients arriving, or in beds not
being vacated in time.

Patient & Staff Safety
Measure complaints, safety records and
patient observations quickly and easily.
Enables Trusts to identify where there is
potential for risk before the problem gets
too severe.

Benchmarking
Visual data is powerfully employed in
comparisons. Having an idea of how one
Trust compares to another is a great way
to discover areas of improvement and
where to direct your resources.
Knowing who performs best is a great
way of identifying sites with which to
collaborate and share best practice.

Procurement Spend Analysis
A key challenge for the NHS is to bring
spending under control using the enormous
buying power of the NHS.
Our spend analysis app analyse billions of
records in seconds and benchmark them
against the spending of cooperating Trusts,
allowing for unparalleled price negotiation.
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